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prize competitions and free draws - quick guide - prize competitions and free draws are free from control
under the gambling act 2005 (the act). they can be run for commercial or private gain and can be used as a
fun way of offering prizes or promoting a product. however, it is easy to cross the boundary and in fact be
offering an illegal lottery. this leaflet provides a brief introduction to running prize competitions and free draws
and you ... children’s need for time and space to play - children’s need for time and space to play the
constraints and fears that limit children’s opportunities for play, particularly out- doors, deprive children of
essential childhood experiences and opportunities – free play in early childhood - this literature review,
focusing on free play in early childhood (from birth to 7 years old), was commissioned by play england, and the
work was carried out between may and july 2006. 'puppet on a string the urgent need to cut children
free ... - 2 puppet on a string it is 16 years since barnardo’s opened its ﬁ rst service for sexually exploited
children and young people in bradford. the ‘streets and lanes’ project was a free schools:location in areas
with need for additional places - school capacity data in england most free schools and free school places
are in areas where there is a need for more school places. information on school places in primary and
secondary schools in england display screen equipment (dse) workstation checklist - also need to make
sure that risks from other aspects of the work are avoided, eg by giving users health and safety training, and
providing for breaks or changes of activity. fun stuff to - bbc - to do something different for bbc children in
need in 2008, we’ve designed a pudsey bandana for you to wear, any way you like! around your hat, in your
pocket, how to apply for free disabled tax - entitled to free disabled tax, you must tax the vehicle in the
appropriate tax class. this can be done at a post office that deals with vehicle tax. you will need: employing
people: a handbook for small firms - acas - employing people: a handbook for small firms did you know?
acas has a range of services and products aimed at helping employers and managers in small businesses
beneﬁts and services for deaf and hard of hearing people - 4 hearing aids in the uk, you can get free
hearing aids on the nhs. you will ﬁrst need to visit your gp (family doctor), who will refer you to a hospital
where your hearing can be tested. need to know – ifrs 16 leases - bdo global - this need to know sets out
the final requirements in relation to the classification and measurement of leases from the perspective of
lessees and lessors and compares those requirements to the previous standards, primarily ias 17.
government prevent duty guidance 2015 - legislation - functions, to have “due regard to the need to
prevent people from being drawn into terrorism”. this guidance is issued under section 29 of the act. the act
states that the authorities subject to the provisions must have regard to this guidance when carrying out the
duty. 2. the list of specified authorities subject to the provisions can be found in schedule 6 to the act. further
details ... first aid at work – your questions answered indg214 - first aid at work – your questions
answered page 3 of 8 health and safety executive the findings of your first-aid needs assessment (see q3) will
identify whether first- acas advisory booklet on personnel data and record keeping - inform advise train
work with you 1 introduction all organisations, however large or small, need to keep certain records, some
because the law requires them, good practice in infection prevention and control - nhs wales - infection
prevention and control in your workplaceis is an opportunity for you to share evidence on best practice,build
support from colleagues,patients,other departments and other
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